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is the third studio album by American singer-songwriter and
dancer Fergie, released on July 23, 2006 in the United States by
Epic Records. In honor of the release of the album, Fergie also
released the video for the single "Fergalicious" in July 2006. The
song was released a week after the commercial release of the
album on July 30.CRYSTALLIN' INNOCENCE "I completely love
her new sound." �Steve Wrolstad on AKA's 2005 release, From
Space Starting out as an electronic-dance trio in the early '90s,
AKA signed to German label Headhunter and released the
landmark Quasar album before splitting up. In 2005 the group
reformed, continuing to explore the spacey futuristic sounds of
Quasar, including its signature track, "Manifesting," plus the
equally galactic "Message from the stars" and "From Space,"
two darker and more mysterious tracks that found its way onto
their second album, Standing On the Shoulders of Giants. AKA
continues to explore the edge of electronic music with each new
release, immersing us with the breathtaking excitement of the
first track on From Space, "Piece of Mind." "Piece of Mind"
�AKA's 2005 release�is far different than the album opener
from the trio's Quasar era. If Quasar was the album of the
future, then From Space sounds like the album of the present.
Its dense and atmospheric sound contrasts with the present
day's (and future's) constant buzz of fast-paced electronic
music. Not only does the song demonstrate the ever-changing
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